VENKTERTECH
intend to info deliver

OUR COMPANY PROFILE

WEB TECHNOLOGY SERVICE

		
We pleasure to tell that customer for offering the web technology service enables the global
access. Present day is much difficult that with out internet to survive with your friends or running an company.
It has impacted on earth with our permission so web technology could impact on business what company goal
wants to attain. website could be explainer for your products and company in 24/ 7.
Website design and development
Website redesign
Web application and Dynamic website development
E-commerce website development with payment gateway
Ecommerce website development with paypall payment
Wesite content management system
Blogging
Wesite name registration and website maintenance

CUSTOMAIZED CORPORATE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Customaized software could bring the brand name which you want make in
customer and consumer also it supports the all.business operation to make it as data
that can be viewed or analysed for your know the market condition of the product.
business transaction should be recorded or recorded to hide which can avoid the pain
which occur in the future for what will have been missed.
		

Corporate application developement
Customaized software developement
Web application for corporate operation
Erp based application development
Billing software for Small and Medium Business

ONLINE MARKETING

		
Online marketing heavily impacted on local market and globle market. it
has great feature that what other medium does not have target the customer as right
audience. it is so low and scalable to target the huge markets and as well as where
products are selling so high.
Search engine optimization
On page and off page optimization
Search engine markeing
Local search engine marketing
Local search engine optimization
Pay per clicks
Cost per cliks
Yellow page advertisements

EMAIL MEDIA MARKETING

		
Emails are now act as alarm to the global internet professional users to wake up and
to announce the information about various events and occassion. Email marketing is often reported
as second only to search marketing as the most effective online marketing tactic. Email Marketing is
significantly cheaper and faster than traditional mail, mainly because of high cost and time required
in a traditional mail campaign for producing the artwork, printing, addressing and mailing.
Permission based email marketing
Location based email marketing
Mass email marketing
Bulk email marketing

ANDROID APPS DEVELOPMENT
		
		
Android apps now consumer prefered and it has more feaures than
other mobile operating system. smart phone market in india has huge potential and
every year android users are increasing in tremendous. it gives more user experience and user interface design. it enables the effective automation in
operation.
Online application and offline application
Mcommerce application development
Customaized application development
Content management system

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

		
Social media is now became trend and just like window that could enable the view
of the world from it and about everything in th world also not in the world. social media is contain
the information of user generated contents and viewers so participation is higher.
Faceboook advertisement
Twitter advertisement
Linkedin advertisement
Social media marketing
Social media optimization

COTENT DEVELOPMENT AND CONTENT MARKETING

		
Content makes your message to be customaized and clear about your operation
also your products details. it mainly based on the business and products also service.
content development is created by what kind of the target customer is you looking for your
company. it involves in the class of market. it considered as media that rooted to explain your
products to market and keep your customer.
Blog content and website content
Corporate based content
Product documentation
Technical and business process content
service based content developement

GRAPHIC DESIGNING AND USER EXPERIENCE

		
Graphic designing is way to communicate to your clients by it . it is simple way the
instead of using content ,using infographics or ohter types of pictures to exhibit the products and service of what you offer for clients. business and your company about perception and standard purely
associate with the what designing architure that you using it.
Graphic design would exhibit what kind of theme looking for your business. we merge the information
architecture of the company with designing architecture what you want make code by us.
Logo design & Brochure
Banner & advertisments
Illustration
Book and newsletters
Ui and ux apps design

ANIMATION AND PRODUCT EXLPLAINING

		
Animation
can
explain
the
products
within
short
span
of time accross the global. it can be prefered to professional and sometime
casual approach. animation makes more customaized
also products details can be
strongly standing in the consumer mind who differentiated the product explaination. we offer
animation for school and colleges also products based video. it can be used to various purpose .
3d animation
2d animation
Product explainer videos
Service and process explainer
Business opearation
Institution prospectus
Corporate prospectus
Events explainer

BOOK TODAY FOR
SEMENIAR
SEMINARS AND WORKSHOP FOR
VARIOUS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RELATED TOPICS
TO COLLEGES AND OTHER INSTITUTION

We offering various seminar and guest lectures and also workshops for colleges and
institutions. We provide real time practical and Meaningful experience with satisfaction.
We have aim to provide empower your students to shine in respective streams.

OUTSOURCING NOW
WE SUPPORT YOUR
PROJECTS IN
IT OUTSOUCING
We here to help you in it related service for outsourcing by following your
requirement product will be made. Projects in affordable cost and delivery
time is so perfect.Project must be reliable and cost effective to your business.

CONTACT OUR TEAM FOR COMPLETE
YOUR PROJECTS

Thank you for Download
venktertech
proud to provide it service for you

CONTACT US

venktertech.com

Mail : contact@venktertech.com | career@venktertech.com
Call : 9976316089,7868080990, 7339459693
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